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1 Introduction 

Recently, a manifestly N = 2 supersymmetric formulation of the Nonlin
ear Schrodinger (NLS) hierarchy (see, e.g., [1] and references therein) has 

. been constructed [2, 3]. The method is based on the super-Hamiitonian 
f~rmalism, sufficiently cumbersome for some concrete' calculations. Quite 
recently, the advantage of an alternative approach to the theory of su-
persymmetric integrable hierarchies has been demonstrated in [4], where 
the formalism of integrable mappings [5, 6] was applied to the problem of 
constructing hierarchies of (1 + 2)-dimensional integrable systems in (212) 
superspace. In [4], ·a few two-dimensional superintegrable mappings were 
proposed. It would be interesting to find some new examples manifesting 

. the benefit of using supersymmetric mappings. 
The goal of the present Letter is to present the results of Refs. [1,: 2, 3) 

(including the derivation of some new results) as a direct corollary to the 
existence of a new integrable N == 2 supersymmetric mapping (we also· 
call it a substitution) acting in (112) superspace. ·This mapping relates two 

· pairs of chiral-antichiral fermionic superfields and, in the bosonic limit, it 
is equivalent to the one-dimensional Toda mapping. Taking into account 
that the Toda-mapping is responsible for the existence and properties of the 
bosonic NLS hierarchy; we ca:n our supersyrnmetric mapping Fermi-Toda 
(f-Toda), reflecting the existence of the fermionic fields in its background. 
However, this name may be ~onsidered to have a deeper foundation if one 
remembers that Fermi was one of the authors of [7], where equations of a 
nonli~ear chain were applied for the first time to the solution of the physical 
problem of establishing the heat equilibrium in a short-range interacting 
dynamic system. 

2 N _:_ 2 supersymmetric f-Toda mapping 

in this section, we introduce the f-Toda mapping and show its integrability. 
We work in (112) superspace with one bosonic x and two fermionic 0, 0 

coordinates and use standard representation for the N = 2 supersymmetric 
fermionic covariant derivatives 



2 (-)2 D = D = 0, 
- a .· 

{D,D} =-ax= -8. (2.1) 

Let us introduce a pair of chiral and antichiral fermionic superfields 

J(x, 0, 71) and ](x, 0, 71), respectively, 

DJ= D] = 0, (2.2) 

and the following relation 1: 

1 f-!:: . f-

2(! J -J]) =·(ln(Df · D]))', (~.3) 

whicl). is the definition of the mapping or the rule determining the corre
f-

spondence between two initial functions, J and J, and two final ones, f 
f- . ➔ ➔ 

and J. The action of the inverse transformation is denoted by f and J, 
and the corresponding mapping takes the form 

1 - ➔:! :±. 

2(f J - ff)= (ln(Df · DJ))'. (2.4) 

f- ➔ 

The notation J (f) means that the index of variable f is shifted by +1 · 
. f-

(-1) (e.g., Jn =. Jn+1 ). Relations (2.3) and (2.4) fix only the scaling 
dimension_oHhe product [J]] = cm-1

. 

· We would like to remark that the mapping (2.3) is not algebraically 
f- f-

solvable with respect to the superfields J and J, or f and 7, in contrast to 
its bosonic limit2-the Toda chain-where the bosonic ca'mponents of the 
superfields f and J can be expressed pure algebraically in terms of their 

f- f-

counterparts belonging to the superfields J and J, and vice versa. 
Substitution (2.3) possesses the inner automorphism a with the prop

erties· 

t: . f-

f -l f -f -l f aa =,aa =, 
f- f-
-f -l J f. -l -f aa =,aa =, 

aDa- 1 = D, aDa- 1 = D, (2.5) 

1The sign ' means the derivative with respect to x. 
2Let us remember that in the bosonic limit, all fermionic components must be set 

equal to zero. 
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which will be useful in what follows. The action of a on the covariant 
derivatives D and D can be induced by the following transformation of 
the (112) superspace coordinates 

. -l 0 -l -0 -0 -l 0 axa = x, a a = , a a = . (2.6) 

To establish the connection of the mapping (2.3) with the theory of 
integrable systems, one can consider the general representation for an 
evolution-type system 

8J - I-, - -8t = F(f,f,f ,f ,DJ,Df ... ), 
a7 -; - I"'."""/ - -8t = l•(f,f,f ,f ,DJ,Df ... ), (2.7) 

with the additional requirement of its i11Variance with respect to the map
ping. '.]:'he system (2.7) is invariant with respect to the transformation (2.3) 
.if the functions F and F are subjected to a set of constraints called the 
symmetry equations of the mapping [5, G]. In other words, the symmetry 
equation may be treated as the condition ensuring the invariance of the 
evolution-type system (2. 7) with respect to the mapping (2.3). It appears 
that it strictly determines some class of partial solutions corresponding to 
some hierarchy of integrable systems. In what. follows, we show that the 
symmetry equation ofthe mapping (2.3) does extract the N = 2 super7NLS 
hierarchy of integrable equations [2, 3]. 

The symmetry equation for a given mapping can be obtained by tak
ing its derivative with respect to an arbitrary parameter and denoting the 
derivatives of the independent fundions involved in a substitution by cor
respondingly new symbols [5,_ 6]. In the case under consideration, these 

symbols are F = j and F = ], which are the chiral and antichiral super
fields, respectively, 

DF = D F =0, (2.8) 

as f and J (2.2). Using this method, one can obtain a symmetry equation 
corresponding to the substitution (2.3) in the following forin: 

_f- -
1 t-!:: f-f- - - JJF DF 
-(Ff+ f F- Ff-JF) = (~ + -=-)'. 
2 DJ DJ 

(2.9) 

It is obvious that (2.9) possesses the trivial partial solution F = J', F = 
J. To understand this, it is sufficient to choose the bosonic coordinate·x as 
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the parameter of differentiation. The next, obvious but nontrivial solution 
IS 

F=f, F=-J. (2.10) 

In Refs. [5, 6], a mapping was called integrable if its symmetry equation 
possessed at least one nontrivial solution. Thus, in this sense, the f-Toda 
substitution (2;3) is integrable. 

To conclude thi_s section, we state the following proposition. 
The f-Toda mapping (2.3) is integrable and each solution of its symme

try equation (2.9) is connected with an evolution-type system (2. 7) invari
ant with respect to its transformation. 

3 The symmetry of the symmetry equation 

In this section, we construct a recurrent procedure for finding an infinite 
set of partial solutions to the symmetry equation (2.9) and establish their 
connection to the N = 2 super-NLS hierarchy. 

Let us present the explicit form of the transformation that generates a 
new solution to the symmetry equation from an arbitrarily given one. We . 
make the following assertion. 

If the pair F and F is a solution of the .symmetry equation (2.9), the 

pair F and F, defined as3 

F = F' + D(JD + 1Df)fJ-1(f F + F]), 

F = -F' + D(]D + t/JJ)D- 1(f F + Ff), 

is also a solution. 

(3.1) 

One can pro've (3.1) by straightforward but rather tedious calculations. 
The main steps to prove this statement are given in the appendix. 

Representing (3.1) in the form 

( F) (F) . F =R F ' (3.2) 

3 Here, the derivatives 8, D and D act like operators, i.e., they must be commuted 
~ili,~dl . . 

4 

I ; 
·, 

k 
1 

one can obtain the following expression for the recursion operator R of the 
integrable hierarchy corresponding to the substitut_ion (2.3)3

: 

_ (a+1nna- 1J+½a1a- 11, -JDva- 11-½aJa-11 ) r,~ 
R - II J D na-1] + ½8Ja-1], -8 - ] D va-1 f - ½8Ja-1 f _ rrt/e 

where II (II) 

( 
nna-1 o 

II= - 0, 
1 

DDa- 1 ) 
- .( DDa- 1 O ) 

· rr = - o, ' vna- 1 ' 

IIII = II, II II= II, rrn = nn = o, rr + rr = 1 (3.4) 

is the matrix that projects the up and down elements of a column on the 
chiral (antichiral) and ant-ichiral (chiral) subspaces, respectively. Let us 
stress that the expression for R is defined up to an arbitrary additive oper-

. ator which annihilates the column on the r.h.s. of relation (3.2). It is clear 
that such an operator can be represented in the following general form: 
CIT, where C is an arbitrary matrix-valued pseudo-differential operator. 

Simple inspection of R (3.3) shows that it possesses the following prop
erties: 

IIR = RII = R, IIR -~ RH = 0, (3.5) 

and, therefore, its action preserves the chiral structure (2.8) of the evolution 
equations (2:-r). Because of this chiral structure, all expressions for the 
recursion operator, which differ by the above-mentioned operator CII, are 
equivalent. 

Acting p-times (p = 0, 1, 2, ... ) by the recursion operator on the first 
nontrivial solution (2.10) of the symmetry equation, we can generate the 
new solutions Fp and F Pl 

( ~ ). = R P ( !7 ) ' {3.6) 

and the corresponding evolution equations 

. a~p ( o/ ) = ( :: ) {3.7) 

belonging to the integrable hierarchy. Taking into account the scaling 
dimension of the recursion operator [R] ~ cm- 1 , it is easy to observe that 
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for the p-th solution, the maximal order of the! bosonic derivative li~early 
appearing on the right-hand side of eqs. (3. 7) is equal to p. U si~g the 

· terminology of inverse scattering theory, one can say that the p-th solution 
corresponds to the p-th flow. · · 

The first five solutions to the symmetry equation have the following 
form: 

- - I - -I 
· Fo = f, F o = - /; · F1 = f , F 1 = / ; 

-- ·- -'-II - - _. 

F2 = J" + D(f f DJ), F2 = -f + D(ff DJ); 

Fa~ f"' + ~D((f Df)'J), Fa=]".,+ ~D((JDJ)'f); . (3.8) 

F4 =,f"".+ ~D[3(f Df)"J ,- 3/JDJ. (DJ)2 + !Cl DJ)" +(JJ)"Df], 

F4 = -7'."' :--}D[3(7DJ)"f + 3JJ DJ, (DJ)2 + J(JD])" - (f])"D]]. 

These expressions coincide with the corresponding ones for the N = 2 
sup~rsymmetricNLS hierarchy [2, 3), therefore, we can recognize that the f
Toda mapping (2.3) is related to the N = 2 supersymmetric NLS hierarchy, 
which justifies its name. 

Thus, the following proposition summarizes this section. 
The /-Toda mapping (2.3) acts like the symmetry transformation of the 

N = ·2 super-NLS_ hierarchy. · · 

.4 The f-:-Toda invariant Hamiltonian struc
tures 

In this section, we construct the Hamiltonian structures which are invariant 
with respect to the f-Toda mapping (2.3). 

· By definition, forthe chiral-antichii-al fermionic superfields f and J, the 
f-Toda invariant Hamiltonian structure J is a symmetric4 JT = J pseudo
differential 2x2 matrix operator which,· in addition to the Jacobi identity· 

. 4Let us recall the rules of the adjoint conjugation operation "T": DT = -D, 
DT ~ -D, (MNf = (-I)dMd,:,NTMT, where dM (dN) is the Grassman parity of 
the operator M (N), equal to O (1) for bosonic (fermionic) operators. In addition, for_· 
matrices, it is necessary to take the operation of the matrix transposition. All other 
r~les,can be derived using these. 
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and the chiral consistency conditions 

Jll = ITJ = 0, .ITT = II./ = J, { 4.1) 

should also satisfy the following additional constraint [8, 9]: 
t- t-

J(f,J) = .cJ>J(f, f)cJ>T, (4.2) 

which provides its invariance with respect to the f-Toda mapping. Herea, 

cJ> ='Pl@ <P2 
= 1- ~L J) - -I !: _ _ +-

( 
D( 1 -1- ) 

_ fI -½{D,f}L-1] {D,J} 0 ( / +2D8{D,J}- 1
, -7)rr(4.3) 

is the inverse matrix of Frechet derivatives corresponding to the mapping 
(2.3), where the notation'@' stands for the tensor product and the operator 

L, 

L = a- i11- iia-l D{JJ,7}, [D, L] = 0 (4.4) 

coincides with the Lax operator of the N = 2 supersymmetric NLS hierar
chy [3]. One can easily invert relation (4.2) by applying the automorphism 
u (2.5). As a result, we obtain 

t- t-

J(f' f) = <l>J(f,J)ii_,T, (4.5) 

where 

' -1 ' ' -1 -I 
cJ> = AucI>u A= <P2 0 <Pi = (-Au</J1u ) 0 (-ucp2u A), (4.6) 

and 
A= ( 0, 1 ) 

1, 0 
(4.7) 

is the matrix of Frechet derivatives for the automorphism u (2.5). The 
matrices ¢1,2, </J1,2, cf>, and <I> possess the following useful properties: 

¢1</J1 =:= </J2¢2 = 1, </J1 0 ¢1 = ¢2 0 ¢2 = <I><I> = <1><1> = rr, 
+- . +-, F F • F F 

cI>R = R<I>, il>R = R<I>, cJ> F = ( F ) , <I> ( F) = F ,(4.8) (
+-) (+-) 
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where F and F are arbitrary solutio11s to t.hc symmetry equation (2.9) 5
• 

Acting by the projectors IT and II (3.4) 011 the condition ( 4.2), one can im
mediately check that the constraint ( 4.2) is co11sistent with the constrain.t 

. (4.1). . . . . 

Let us present an infinite set of partial solutions of the condition ( 4.2). 
Without going into detail, we state that I.he solution J 1 of the con

_ dition (4.2), with the scaling dimension [cm 0
] corresponding to the first 

Hamiltonian structure, has the following form: 

- . T 
Ji(!, f) =<Pi® D</J1, (4.9) 

where cp1 is defined by ( 4.3). It is obvious that ./1 is the symmetric operator 
satisfying the Jacobi identity. One can easily show that J 1 also satisfies 
the chiral constraints (4.1). As for the condition (4.2), it can be checked 

. by.direct though laborious calculations. However, there is an easier way to 
prove ( 4.9). Substituting J1 ( 4.9) into ( 4.2) and making some obvious alge
braic transformations, the condition ( 4.2) can be rewritten in the following 
equivalent form: 

(- !: . 
Ji(!, f) = AaJ1(J,J)a- 1A. (4.10) 

Let us introduce the matrix J; defined by the following equation: 

{Ji,J~}=l, (4.11) 
I 

which admits the unique solution. Using relations ( 4.8) and their adjoint, 
one can easily construct this solution\ · 

• - ·T · -1 • _ -( 7a- 1l, -Ja- 1 J - 2 ) 
J, (J, f) = <Pi ® 8 <Pi = H _ f 0_17 _ 2, Jo-'.f IT, (4.12) 

where J1 is determined by eq. ( 4.6). Applying the automorphism a (2;5) 
to eqs. (4.11) and having in mind the one-,to-one correspondence between 
J 1 ·and J;, one can conclude that I.he condition (4.10) for J 1 is satisfied if 
and only if, the similar condition for .1;, 

~ (--

1; (f, f) = Aa J~(f, f)a- 1 A, (4.13) 
~ ,· '-

5To check relation (4.8) for the first nontrivial solution (2.10), it is necessary to 
remove the ambiguity in 'the operator a- 1 DI that appears ii) the calculations by settil)g. · 
8- 181 .= (8- 18)1 = r. · · 

' 
8 

,; 

. ~· 1 

l 
, ~-

-~ 'I, 

... ll· \' 
l 
; , 

\1.1 

is implemented. Because of the rather simple structure ofJ; ( 4.12), it is . 
a simple exercise to check the correctness of eq. ( 4.13) and, therefore, eq. _ 
(4.10) for J1 is also ·correct. This completes the proof of eq. (4.9). 

Acting k-times by the recursion operator (3.3) on the first Hamiltonian 
structure ( 4.9) and taking into account that the scaling dimensio~ [ R] = 
cm-1, it is easy to understand that 

Jk = ·R k J, (4.14) 

gives us the k-th Hamiltonian structure. 
Using the general rule (4.14), we derive, for example, the following 

representation for the second Hamiltonian structure3
_ J2 : 

- 1 ( JDD&- 1f, DD_;.. f DDa- 11) 
12(!, f) = 2 . -DD+ 7 DDa-1 f, -7 DDa-c-17 , (4-15) 

which resembles the form of its bosonic ·counterpart and obviously satisfies 
the chiral consistency conditions (4.1). 

In terms of N = 1 superfields, the explicit expressions for the first 
and second Hamiltonian structures of the super-NLS hierarchy were con
structed in (10]; however, to our knowledge, the recursion operator (3.3) is . 
presented here for the first time. 

· To conclude this section, we would like to stress that the consistency 
conditions (4.1) is satisfied for all the Hamiltonian structures (4.14). This 
is evident from the explicit form of the recursion operator R (3.3) and the 
properties. of-the projectors (3.4). Thus, all of the hamiltonian structures 
are degenerate matrices. This is the peculiarity of a manifest N = 2 
superinvariant description of the super-NLS hierarchy·in terms of N = 2 
superfields, which has no analogue in the description in terms of N = l 
superfields or. co~ponents. This means that the standard representation 
of R,in terms of.the first and second Hamiltoniq.n structures R =· J 2J11 

.fai_ls, though t~e relation RJ1. = J2 is correct. It is instructive to find 'its 
correct generalization in the case under consideration; Without going into 
detail, let us present the answer, 

R = J2J1*, (4.16) 

where the matrix J; is defined by eq. (4.12). Using (adjoint) eqs. (4.8), it 
is easy to verify the mutual relations (4.14) and (4.16) between R, J 1, J;,. 
and J2. · 
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5 The f-Toda invariant Hamiltonians 

In this section, we construct the Hamiltonians which are invariant with 
respect to the f-Toda mapping (2.3) and demonstrate that the evolution 
equations (3. 7) can be represented in Hamiltonian form. 

Let us recall that in the N = 2 supersymmetric ca.se,·the Hamiltonian 
H(f, 1) can be expressed in terms of the Hamiltonian density 1-l(f, 1) as 

H(f ,.1) = J dZ1l(J, f), (5.1) 

where Z = (x, 0, 0) is the coordinate of N = 2 superspace and dZ = dxd0d0 
is an invariant N = 2 supersymmetric measure. 

The Hamiltonian H(f, 1) is invariant with respect to the f-Toda map
ping (2.3) 

f- f--

H(f, 1) = fl (J,J), (5.2) 

if the Hamiltonian density1-l(f, 1) satisfies t.he following conditi~n: 

f- f--

1-l(f, 1) - 1-l(J, 1) = w + w, (5.3) 

where '1i ('1i) is an arbitrary local chiral ( anti chiral) function of fand 1, 

D\JJ = D \lJ = 0. (5.4) 

Let us note that the r.h.s. of the condition (5.3) admits a more general 
structure in comparison with its bosonic counterpart [8, 9], where only 
the derivative 8 (= -{D,D}) of an arbitrary local'function is admitted. 
It is evident that through integration over the invariant supersymmetric 
measure dZ, due to (5.4), it becomes equal to zero, providing the invariance 
condition (5.2) for the Hamiltonian. 

Now, we will construct an infinite set of par~ial solutions of the condi
tion (5.3). 

Acting by the operator 2a-1 on the symmetry equation (2.9), 

_f- -
+-!: +-+- . - - DF DF a-1(F J + J F) - a- 1(F J + J F) = 2~ + 2-= (5:5) 

DJ DJ 
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and comparing the result (5.5) with (5.3), 011e can immediately find the 
solution to the condition (5.3) for the Ilamiltonian density 1-l, 

1l = a- 1(FJ + .(P). (5.6) 

Substituting the infinite set of the solptions (:ffi) of the symmetry equation 
(2.9) into (5.6),·one can generate the infinite ~et of Hamiltonian densities. 
1-lp with.scale dimension p (see the paragraph below formula (3.7)): 

1-lp = a- 1(/,,,,f + jF,,). · (5.7) 

Using the explicit expressions (3.8), we obtain, for example, the following 
five first Hamiltonian densities: · 

- . - I -
1-lo = 0, 1£1 = J J, 1£2 = 2(!'.f ~ 2(! !)'), 

_1£3·= 3(!"1- tJ1 DJ. DJ - (J'.f)' + }Ul)"), 

1£4 =!1111 :- !"1' + f'T -IT'+ 2111'1' 
+ ff(DJ · D]' - DJ'· DJ)+ 2(/7'- f'j)Df · DJ. (5.8) 

Up to unessential total derivatives and overall multipliers, these Hamil-• 
tonian densities coincide with the corresponding quantities of the N = 
2 super-NLS hierarchy [3], which confirms t.he ~bove~mentioned inter
relation of the f-Toda mapping (2.3) and the N = 2 super-NLS hierarchy. 

Using the explicit expressions for the [-Toda-invariant first and second 1 

Hamiltonian structures, ( 4.9), ( 4.12), and ( '1.15 ), as well a.s for the invariant 
Hamiltonians (5.8), one can construc:t t.hc Hamiltonian system of evolution· 
equations -

a ( J) ( o/JJ) . (. o/of ) . 
atp 1 = Ji of of 11,,+ 1 = .12 of of. n,,, (5.9) 

. a( J) ( o/c5J ) · 
Jl atp 7 = c5/c57 Bp+l, (5.10) ' 

which, by construction, are invariant with respect .to the f-Toda rnapping 
(2.3). Direct calculations show that. they arc equivalent to the evolution 
equations (3. 7), (3.8), i.e. the following relation 

( 
F. )· · (· c5/JJ )'• Pp = Ji c5/c"if llp+I (5.11) 

u 



is satisfied. 
We would like to close this section \\'it.h the remark that the first Hamil-. 

tonian density 11.1 satisfies the following equation of motion: 

a I -a 11.1 = 11.p. tp 

Hence, there exists the. additional i11tegral of motion, 

Hi= I d:r.1i1, 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

where we have only space integration, which means that H1 is the un
constrained_§uperfield and, therefore, it. co11tains four independent com
ponents, the Hamiltonians. Tp obtain relation (5.12), one can substitute 
expressions (3.7) for Fv and Fp, as well as for 11.1 (5.8) into (5.7).· At p = 2, 
this property was observed in [ll] for the wide class of N = 2 supersym
metric generalized NLS hierarchies co11strudcd there. Taking this fact into 
account, as well as that N = 2 super-N LS is a particular representative of 
the class of N = 2 super-GNLS hierarchies, it. seems plausible to assume 
that relation (5.12) is also satisfied for the entire class of N = 2 super
GNLS hierarchies at arbitrary values of the~ parameter p == 1, 2, 3, ... , as in 
the N = 2 super-NLS case. 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we have proposed the N = 2 supersymmetric f-Toda map
ping (2.3) in (112) superspace that can lie considered as the minimal N = 2 
superextension of the one-dimensional Toda. chain. We demonstrated that 
the N = 2 super-NLS hierarchy is invariant with respect to the f-Toda 
mapping, and produced its manifestly N = 2 supersymmetric recursion 
operator and Hamiltonian structures, using only. their symmetry proper
ties. New general representations (5. 7) and (5.12) for its Hamiltonians 
were observed. 

We would like to note that the f-Toda substitution is not exotic. There 
is a wide class of such kinds of substitutions for which the approach de
veloped in the present letter may be literally applied. We hope to present 
them together with the corresponding integrable hierarchies iri future pub
lications. It would also be interesting t.o construct a super-Hamiltonian 

12 

structure of the f-Toda chain and its explicit. solutions. It seems to be 
very important to find its two-dimensional integrable counterparts that 
could admit the superconformal structure and give new example of con
sistent two-dimensional supersymmetric field theories. This work is under 
progress at the present time. 
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Appendix 

Here, we shortly describe the main steps of the proof of the assertion 
(3.1) of section 3. 

First, it is necessary to substitute F and F (3.1) into the symmetry 
equation (2.9). Direct calculations give the following form for the different 
terms of the symmetry equation: 

i::: +-- 1 +--!: +-- +-- +-- 1 +--
D F =DF' + 2D(f f F) - [f D + ((Df)DD + 2(Df') 

-½~~ n)a-
1
](fF + fh, 

DF =-DF
1 + ½D(ll F) - [JD+ ((DJ) DD+ ½(Dl'). 

-½TD)a-1J(JF + Ff), 

+-- +-- +--
- - +--= -- = 
FJ+JF-Ff-JF 

=F'l - 7;, - ![(fl)'+ (Df)]D - J(D])DJa- 1(fF + F]) 
. 2 . 

-F'j + f F
1 

+ ½[(!])' + (D !)JD - .f(DJ)D]a-1(! F + F]).(A.1) 

Second, it is necessary to use relations (2.3) and (2.9) and their direct 
consequences: the two identities which can be obtained from (2.3) by the 
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action. of derivatives D and D, respectively; the identity which can be 
prnduced from (2.9) by the action of the opera.I.or [D, D]; and the following 
identity: 

_t-

( ! 71 - (lnDf)')(!a-1(F] + JF) - D~) 
2 2 DJ 

1 - - 1 1 - - DF 
=(2JJ+(lnDJ)')( 28-(Ff+JF)+ DJ), (A.2) 

which one can derive by rewriting relations (2.:3) and (5.5) in the following 
. equivalent form: · 

1 t-+- +- 1 · 

2/7 - (lnD/)' = 2.(J + (In DJ)', 
_t- -

.!a-1 (F~f f+-F) - DF = !a- 1(F-J JF) D!._ 
2 + Df 2 + +DJ' (A.3) 

respecti~ely, and equating the product on their left-'hand sides to the prod
uct on their !ight-hand sides. 
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